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Let ^$ be the Kakeya Maximal Operator defined as the supremum of averages over parallelepipeds of eccentricity S . We show that JZ% satisfies Il-a5/llw(») < C",p(l/J)«/"-1(log(l/<5))a»||/||"(^a,) forall p < {n + l)/2 with some constants Cn,p , an , independent of / and the weight ft). It is conjectured that % is bounded on L"(R") with a constant given by (i) c«(io4)a" for some C" , a" > 0.
If the conjecture were true,we would obtain, by interpolation, the following IP estimates: m ii ^m ^fC.(logjni/llw, foxp>n, I cn,P (?) (logy) ||/||iP(R.) for 1 <p < n.
To see it, note that the Kakeya operator is bounded on L°°(R") with constant 1 and is of weak-type 1 with constant C" (|) . (The latter follows from the classical result for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator.)
For n = 2 the conjecture is known to be true (see [C] ). More recently, the following double-weight L2 estimate has been proved (3) WsfhHto) <C (log ^ll/lb^, for all weights co in R2 (see [MS] ).
In higher dimensions the question is still open. Christ, Duoandikoetxea, and Rubio de Francia [CDR] established (2) for p < *^-. Recently, Bourgain [B] proved that there is an exponent pn > ^ so that (2) holds for p = pn . In this note we establish the following weighted version of the result in [CDR] Theorem 1. For n > 3 and 1 < p < ^ there are constants C",p, a" > 0 such that, for every 1 > 6 > 0 and every positive weight co, we have where the 'sup' is taken over rectangular parallelepipeds in R" , containing x , regardless of orientation, which have one side of length 1 and n -1 sides, each of length d.
By interpolation and a 'sieve' argument, which will be discussed later, Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following restricted weak-type estimate:
Theorem 2. There is a constant C" > 0 such that
forall AcB(0, I), o>0, 1 > J > 0.
Proof of Theorem 2. For every y e {x : J?s(Xa)(x) > o} we select a parallelepiped, Ry, as in the definition of the maximal function and such that \Ry n A\ > o\Ry\. Following Bourgain [B] , for x e A we define the 'bush' centered at x as 38x = \JxeR Ry ■ We want to show that there is a point x0e A such that co(<%Xo) > CnoS»-xW{{x:^){x)>a}).
To see this, observe that / ui(38x)dx= j / xaxiy)<*>{y)dydx and we obtain what we wanted.
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On the other hand, suppose we had a set If c {x : ^s(Xa)(x) > <*} and a point y0 verifying (a) y0e f| Ry, (b) ang(Ry,Rz)>l0d/o ify, ze%,y±z.
(By ang(Rj,, Rz) we denote the angle beetwen the main axes of Ry and Rz.) Then, we could define 38 = [}yeg 3Ry , a star-like set with respect to y0 , which would satisfy <CnJ2\Ry\(^^S(A .
Recall \Ry nA\> o\Ry\. Moreover, \Ry n A n R(v0, f )| < \Ry n R(y0, f )| < (The last inequality follows from the fact that the sets {Ry nA\ B(y0 , | )}y€g axe mutually disjoint.) Let us define, for the point x0 whose existence was proved above, the set %xo = {y ■■ x0e Ry}.
Now, a moment's thought will convince us that we can choose a subset I? C i?Xo satisfying (a), with respect to x0 , and (b), such that w(|j3Rj >cnco(38Xo)on~x.
Ve* /
Then, from the construction of 38Xo, the definition of <S , and the above computation on the a)-measure of 38 = U{3R>> : y e < §*} , we have Proof of Theorem 1. Estimate (4) follows from Theorem 2, by standard arguments. First, we prove a restricted weak-type inequality (analogous to (5)) for J?s: o>({x : 3rs(XA)(x) > e}) < Cno~(n+xV2^"-'^(logi)"" 3ts<»(A).
In order to do that, we select some suitable families of parallelepipeds from the level set {^s(Xa) > o} and decompose A into disjoint subsets associated to the families. Each parallelepiped of a family belongs to one of, essentially, log \ level sets associated to ^ and the corresponding subset. (This 'sieve' argument can be seen in [C] and [MS] .) Last of all, we use a three-point interpolation lemma as in [C] or, more directly, as in Proposition 5 in [CHS] . This will give us the strong type estimate (4). Remark. Define *tf(x) = wp-±-f \f(y)\dy, \Kx\ Jrx where the 'sup' is taken over rectangles in R" congruent with [0, 68] "~x x [0, 6], of arbitrary direction and centered at x . Repeating carefully the proof of Theorem 2, one can obtain the sharper estimate (o({x : J?s(xa)(x)>o}) < Cno-("+xV2 S-C-WjfMA)
forall AcB(0,l).
